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Size-dependent evolution of the atomic vibrational density of states and
thermodynamic properties of isolated Fe nanoparticles
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We have gained insight into the internal degree of atomic disorder in isolated size-selected Fe nanoparticles
(NPs) (∼2–6 nm in size) supported on SiO2 /Si(111) and Al2 O3 (0001) from precise measurements of the
low-energy (low-E) part of the phonon density of states [PDOS, g(E)] via 57 Fe nuclear resonant inelastic
x-ray scattering (NRIXS) combined with transmission electron microscopy (TEM) measurements. An intriguing
size-dependent trend was observed, namely, an increase of the low-E excess density of phonon states (as compared
to the PDOS of bulk bcc Fe) with increasing NP size. This is unexpected, since usually the enhancement of
the density of low-E phonon modes is attributed to low-coordinated atoms at the NP surface, whose relative
content increases with decreasing NP size due to the increase in the surface-to-volume ratio. Our NPs are
covered by a Ti-coating layer, which essentially restores the local neighborhood of surface Fe atoms towards
bulk-like coordination, reducing the surface effect. Our data can be qualitatively explained by the existence of
low-coordinated Fe atoms located at grain boundaries or other defects with structural disorder in the interior
of the large NPs (∼3–6 nm), while our small NPs (∼2 nm) are single grain and, therefore, characterized by a
higher degree of structural order. This conclusion is corroborated by the observation of Debye behavior at low
energy [g(E) ∼ E n with n ∼ 2] for the small NPs, but non-Debye behavior (with n ∼ 1.4) for the large NPs.
The PDOS was used to determine thermodynamic properties of the Fe NPs. Finally, our results demonstrate that,
in combination with TEM, NRIXS is a suitable technique to investigate atomic disorder/defects in NPs. We
anticipate that our ﬁndings are universal for similar NPs with bcc structure.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.86.165406

PACS number(s): 63.22.Kn, 63.20.D−, 65.80.−g

I. INTRODUCTION

Nanostructured materials have been shown to display
unique modiﬁcations of their thermodynamic properties as
compared to those of the corresponding bulk materials.1–4
Some examples of thermal quantities that are modiﬁed at
the nanoscale are lattice speciﬁc heat (Cv ),5–8 vibrational
entropy (Svib ),2,4,9,10 atomic mean square displacement (x 2 )
and Debye temperature (D ),11–15 thermal expansion,16,17
melting temperature,18 and lattice thermal conductivity.19,20
As the thermodynamic properties originate from the atomic
vibrational dynamics, it remains highly desirable to examine
in detail the lattice dynamics (i.e., phonons) in nanostructured
materials and, in particular, in nanoparticles (NPs).2,21,22
Thermodynamic properties play a role in the thermal stability
and operation regime of nanocatalysts,23 heat generation and
distribution in plasmonic nanoantennas (thermoplasmonics),24
thermoelectric devices,25 and the efﬁciency of nanostructured
metal-organic composites in solar cells.26 In addition,
knowledge of the vibrational dynamics is relevant to the
understanding of fundamental processes in nanostructures,
such as temperature-dependent atomic order–disorder
transitions,27 structural phase transitions involving soft phonon
modes,28,29 and thermally activated phenomena described
by the pre-exponential factor30 in Arrhenius-type processes
on the surface of NPs (e.g., diffusion and surface chemical
reactions31 ).
1098-0121/2012/86(16)/165406(11)

The fundamental quantity for the description of the atomic
vibrational dynamics in nanostructured materials is the vibrational (or phonon) density of states [PDOS, g(E)]. The
vibrational properties of nanocrystalline materials (nanocomposites) have been extensively studied theoretically7,8,10,13,43–47
as well as experimentally by inelastic neutron scattering and
nuclear resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (NRIXS).9,32–42
Nanocrystalline materials are extended systems and have
compacted polycrystalline aggregates with grain sizes in the
nanometer regime and are dominated by grain boundaries.48,49
The sensitivity of the PDOS to structural order/disorder was
previously demonstrated for Ni3 Al alloys by Fultz et al.32
and nanocrystalline Fe90 Zr7 B3 by Stankov et al.50 Clear
differences between the PDOS of nanocrystalline and bulk
materials have been observed, in particular, an enhancement
of g(E) for nanocrystalline materials at low- and high-phonon
energies and broadening and damping of the PDOS features.
In agreement with numerical simulations,7,10,13,44–47 NRIXS
results have demonstrated that this anomalous enhancement
of g(E) originates from the contribution to the PDOS of the
interfaces at grain boundaries,42 although oxidation might also
play a role.9,36,38,39 On the other hand, there is a need for the
experimental investigation of the PDOS of isolated nanoscale
systems, such as self-assembled size-selected NPs, as such
studies are scarce.51–53 Enhancement of g(E) at low and high
E and damping/shift of the phonon peaks were observed in
such NPs by NRIXS.51–53 These ﬁndings agree with theoretical
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calculations of the PDOS in free-standing (unsupported)
isolated NPs3,4,7,8,11,12,54–56 and in supported isolated NPs on
a Ag substrate.51 The excess modes at high E were attributed
to atomic vibrations in a hard subsurface transition shell3,4
or to compressive stress7,51,54 in isolated NPs. The low-E
enhancement is attributed to vibrations of undercoordinated
atoms at the surface of NPs.3,4,7,11,12,30,51,55,57 Nevertheless, the
physical nature of the low-E excess modes in nanostructured
systems is a matter of current debate as linear,3,37,47,55
nonlinear,7,45,46,51,58 and Debye-like quadratic9,32–34,36,38,40,44
behaviors of g(E) have been reported.
In this context, in the present work we investigate the size
dependence of the PDOS of supported, isolated, size-selected
57
Fe NPs by NRIXS. Contrary to isolated 57 Fe NPs reported
earlier,51 the NPs here have been capped by a Ti layer, which
prevents NP oxidation. In addition, the titanium coating results
in the suppression of surface effects due to the restoration
of the atomic coordination. We focused our study on the
low-E excess vibrational modes in order to extract their
power-law [g(E) ∼ E n ] behavior and gain insight into their
origin. Furthermore, from the measured g(E) we were able
to determine important thermodynamic quantities of the NPs,
which are compared to those of bulk bcc Fe.

TABLE I. Summary of the parameters used for the synthesis
of size-selected 57 Fe NPs supported on Al2 O3 (0001) (S1) and
SiO2 /Si(111) (S2–S6). The NP heights and interparticle distances
obtained from the analysis of AFM images taken at RT after polymer
removal by an O2 -plasma treatment and subsequent NP reduction by
an H2 -plasma treatment at 600 ◦ C are also shown.
PS/P2VP
molecular
Sample weight (g/mol)

57

FeCl3 /P2VP Particle
Interparticle
ratio
height (nm) distance (nm)

S1
S2
S3
S4

16000/3500
16000/3500
27700/4300
27700/4300

0.4
0.4
0.6
0.2

2.1 (0.9)
1.8 (0.5)
2.4 (0.7)
3.1 (1.1)

S5
S6

53400/8800
48500/70000

0.6
0.1

4.0 (1.3)
5.9 (2.1)

32(5)
36(5)
33(4)
42(4)
67(9)
47(8)
60(10)

microscopy (AFM) and cross-sectional transmission electron
microscopy (TEM, Tecnai 300 kV, University of Central
Florida). The TEM cross sections were prepared with a focused
ion beam system (FIB, FEI 200). In addition, 57 Fe NP samples

II. EXPERIMENTAL

(a)

(b)

57

Size-selected Fe NPs were synthesized via inverse micelle encapsulation.52,53,59 Nonpolar/polar diblock copolymers [PS(x)-P2VP(y)] were dissolved in toluene (nonpolar)
to form reverse micelles and subsequently loaded with a
57
FeCl3 salt. The NP size was tuned by using polymers
with different head sizes (P2VP) and by changing the metal
salt to P2VP ratio. The interparticle distance was modiﬁed
by selecting polymers with different tail lengths (PS). A
monolayer-thick ﬁlm of 57 Fe NPs was obtained upon dipcoating Al2 O3 (0001) (sample S1) and SiO2 (4 nm)/Si(111)
(samples S2–S6) substrates into the metal-loaded polymeric
solution.50
The ex situ prepared samples were transferred into an
ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) system (SPECS GmbH) for additional in situ preparation and chemical characterization. The
encapsulating polymer was removed in UHV via an O2 -plasma
treatment (P[O2 ] = 4.0 × 10−5 mbar for 100 min) at room
temperature (RT). X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
measurements revealed the removal of the organic ligands as
well as other possible residues from the ex situ NP synthesis,
since no C-1s (285.2 eV) and Cl-2s (270.0 eV) signals were
detected. Subsequently, the oxidized 57 Fe NPs were subjected
to a H2 -plasma treatment (P[H2 ] = 1.0 × 10−4 mbar for
120 min) at 600 ◦ C. After this treatment, the reduction of the
NPs was conﬁrmed by XPS. Finally, the samples were coated
by 5 nm of titanium at RT via physical vapor deposition (UHV)
in order to prevent the oxidation of the metallic 57 Fe NPs during
the ex situ NRIXS measurements. Six samples with different
NP sizes (labeled S1–S6) were prepared and investigated.
Additional details on the sample preparation parameters are
included in Table I and the Supplemental Material,60 Figs. 1
and 2.
Morphological characterization of the 57 Fe NP samples
supported on single crystals was carried out via atomic force

200 nm

(c)

200 nm

(d)

200 nm

(e)

200 nm

(f)

200 nm

200 nm

FIG. 1. (Color online) 1 × 1 μm2 tapping mode AFM images
of H2 -plasma treated 57 Fe NPs supported on Al2 O3 (0001) (sample
S1) and SiO2 /Si(111) (samples S2–S6) synthesized by inverse
micelle encapsulation using diblock copolymers with different head
and tail lengths. (a), (b) PS(16000)-P2VP(3500) [S1, S2]; (c), (d)
PS(27700)-P2VP(4300) [S3, S4]; (e) PS(53400)-P2VP(8800) [S5];
and (f) PS(48500)-P2PV(70000) [S6].
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FIG. 2. Cross-sectional TEM images of 57 Fe NPs in (a) sample S4
and (b), (c) sample S5. Images (a) and (b) represent HAADF scanning
transmission electron micrographs, while (c) is a bright ﬁeld image.
The inset in (c) shows an Fe NP in sample S5. The numbers in the
images label the observed NPs.

drop coated on SiO2 (20 nm)/Si TEM grids were investigated
after an analogous polymer removal treatment in UHV, in
order to gain further insight into their crystalline structure,
and were imaged at the University of New Mexico using a
JEOL 2010F microscope and at Brookhaven Nat. Lab. using
a Titan 80–300, Cs-corrected TEM. The aberrations were
corrected to a ﬂat phase ﬁeld of greater than 20 mrad. Exit
wave reconstructions were performed using MacTempas, and
aberrations were corrected by maximizing the phase range.
NRIXS measurements were performed at RT in air at the
beamline 3-ID at the Advanced Photon Source (Argonne
National Laboratory). The synchrotron beam was scanned
( ± 80 meV) around the nuclear transition energy of the
57
Fe nucleus at 14.413 keV with an energy resolution of
1.3 meV. The measurement time per sample was 1–2 days. The
PHOENIX software was used for decomposing the measured
spectra into single-phonon and multiphonon contributions.61
The one-phonon term is proportional to the vibrational density
of states, [PDOS, g(E)]. The analysis is based on the harmonic
approximation of lattice vibrations.61
III. RESULTS
A. Morphological, structural, and chemical
characterization (AFM, TEM, XPS)

Figure 1 shows AFM images from 57 Fe NPs of different sizes deposited on Al2 O3 (0001) (S1) and SiO2 /Si(111)

(S2–S6): (a) S1, (b) S2, (c) S3, (d) S4, (e) S5, and (f) S6,
acquired after polymer removal and subsequent annealing at
600 ◦ C under an atomic hydrogen environment. The AFM
images demonstrate that the NPs are isolated from each other
and of nearly uniform size. The average NP heights and
interparticle distances extracted from the AFM measurements
are included in Table I and the corresponding histograms in
the Supplemental Material,60 Figs. 1 and 2, respectively.
Representative cross-sectional TEM images of ligand-free
and uncoated NPs are shown in Fig. 2 for S4 (a) and
S5 (b), (c). The images in (a) and (b) correspond to Zcontrast high angle annular dark ﬁeld (HAADF) measurements, while those in (c) contain bright ﬁeld data. From
the limited set of NPs visualized in these cross-sectional
samples (50–100 nm thick), the following TEM NP height
(h), diameter (d), and aspect ratio (r) were obtained: (a):
(1) h = 2.5 nm, d = 5 nm, r = 0.5; (2) h = 2.4 nm, d =
5.5 nm, r = 0.4 (S4); (b): (3) h = 3.8 nm, d = 6.1 nm, r =
0.6; (4) h = 4.4 nm, d = 10.2 nm, r = 0.4; (5) h = 3.5 nm,
d = 9.4 nm, r = 0.4 (S5). The NP sizes estimated from the
bright ﬁeld images of S5 in (c) are (6) h = 6.2 nm, d =
11.4 nm, r = 0.5; and (7) h = 6.2 nm, d = 11.6 nm, and
r = 0.5. The inset in Fig. 2(c) displays an Fe NP with h =
5.8 nm, d = 9.6 nm, and r = 0.6. The smaller NPs in samples
S1–S3 could not be visualized because of the weak contrast
in the images of uncoated samples due to the oxidation of the
Fe NPs upon air exposure. The same contrast problem was
observed when cross-sectional samples of the Ti-coated NPs
(those investigated here via NRIXS) were studied. It should
be noted that large error margins in the estimation of the NP
sizes in Fig. 2 arise due to their poor contrast. Nevertheless,
our images revealed hemispherical NP shapes for all NPs.
In order to better resolve the crystalline structure of our
57
Fe NPs, NP solutions were drop coated onto SiO2 /Si TEM
grids. These samples were uncoated and exposed to air before
the TEM analysis. Therefore, in the TEM measurements,
the NP surface is expected to be oxidized. Some typical
high resolution TEM images of those samples are shown in
Figs. 3 and 4. The average NP diameters (after measuring two
perpendicular diameters in order to take into consideration
NP asymmetry) in Fig. 3 are (a) d = 26.2 nm, (b) d =
15.4 nm, (c) 10.2 nm, and in Fig. 4(a) d = 4.0 nm and
(c) d = 4.1 nm. It should be noticed that for hemispherical
NPs the NP diameters measured by TEM are double the NP
height measured by AFM. In general, the smaller NPs were
found to be single crystals [Figs. 4(a) and 4(c)], while internal
planar defects (twin boundaries, stacking faults) were observed
in the larger particles, see Figs. 3(a)–3(c). The lattice fringes
measured for the larger particles are 1.98 Å, which agree within
experimental error with the bulk bcc Fe(110) spacing of 2.03 Å.
Phase identiﬁcation requires that the crystal is oriented along
its zone axis, yielding a set of noncollinear lattice fringes.
However, NPs generally exhibit only a one-dimensional fringe,
since the particles are rarely aligned along their zone axis.62,63
Even after counting only particles that were aligned along their
zone axis, Tsen et al.62 found a measurement error of ±0.5 Å.
The observed lattice spacings we report in Fig. 3 are well
within experimental error with respect to 2.03 Å of bulk bcc Fe.
Figure 5 displays XPS spectra from the Fe-2p core level
region of NPs in S2 after exposure to (i) an O2 -plasma
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(a)
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(c)

(b) Grain boundary showing Moiré
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1.98 Å, bcc Fe (110)
Grain boundary

2 nm

(c)

(d)

(d)

Single crystal

Polycrystalline

(f)

(g)

Red circles

W hite circles

Black circles

FIG. 4. High resolution TEM images of small 57 Fe NPs deposited
onto SiO2 (20 nm)/Si grids, with sizes of (a) 4.0 nm and (c) 4.1 nm.
The insets show the diffractograms and regions of the diffractograms
(circles) selected for the Fourier ﬁltered images on the right (b), (d).
These Fourier ﬁltered images clearly indicate that the small particles
are single crystalline.

FIG. 3. (Color online) High resolution TEM images of 57 Fe
NPs deposited onto SiO2 (20 nm)/Si grids. The NP diameters are
(a) 26.2 nm, (b) 15.4 nm, and (c) 10.2 nm, respectively. Each
of these large NPs shows some form of planar defect (e.g., twin
boundary and/or grain boundary). (c) Exit wave reconstruction,
showing the modulus squared of the exit wave. Images of this type
result in enhanced image resolution (but at the cost of contrast).
(d) Fast Fourier Transform (diffractogram) of (c); the images in
(e)–(g) are inverse Fast Fourier Transforms based on selectively
back transforming the regions (circles) described in (d). (e)–(g)
Demonstrates that this large NP is polycrystalline.

nuclear resonance by photons via phonon creation (E > 0)
and annihilation (E < 0).65–67
The Fe-projected PDOS, g(E), of the NP samples
and a reference bulk bcc 57 Fe foil obtained from NRIXS
measurements are shown in Fig. 6(b). Clear differences
between g(E) of the NP samples and bulk bcc Fe are observed.

S2

treatment at RT, followed by (ii) a H2 -plasma treatment at
600 ◦ C. Only a Fe3+ signal (2p3/2 in Fe2 O3 at 711.1 eV)64
was detected on these samples by XPS after atomic oxygen
exposure, indicating that the NPs were completely oxidized
[Fig. 5(a)]. The peaks labeled as Fe∗ correspond to ironoxide satellite features. After the in situ reduction treatment
[Fig. 5(b)], the XPS peaks observed correspond to metallic Fe
(Fe0 -2p3/2 at 707.0 eV).64 Additional XPS spectra from the
rest of the samples (S1, S3–S6) after in situ reduction can be
found in the Supplemental Material,60 Fig. 3.
B. Vibrational characterization (NRIXS)

Figure 6(a) shows NRIXS spectra (raw data) from 57 Fe NPs
supported on Al2 O3 (0001) (S1) and SiO2 /Si(111) (S2–S6)
measured at RT. The main features of these spectra are an
intense and sharp elastic peak at E = 0 meV (Mössbauer or
zero-phonon line) and side bands at higher and lower excitation
energies E corresponding to phonon-assisted excitation of the

Fe

0

Fe

3+

Fe*

Intensity (arb.units)

(e)

H2-Plasma

(b)

O2-Plasma

(a)

700

710

720

730

740

Binding Energy (eV)
FIG. 5. (Color online) XPS spectra (Al-Kα = 1486.6 eV) corresponding to the Fe-2p core level of 57 Fe NPs deposited on
SiO2 /Si(111) (sample S2). The XPS spectra were acquired after
polymer removal by an O2 -plasma treatment at RT (a) and after
subsequent in situ NP reduction via a H2 -plasma treatment at 600 ◦ C
(b). The peaks labeled as Fe∗ in (a) correspond are satellite features
typical of iron oxides.
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FIG. 7. (Color online) (a) Double-log plot of the low-E region of
the PDOS, g(E). The corresponding least-squares ﬁts, g(E) ∼ E n ,
are also shown as full drawn lines. (b) Reduced PDOS, g(E)/E 2 ,
versus energy E for 57 Fe NP samples (S1–S6) and bulk bcc Fe. The
vertical dashed line at E = 1.3 meV indicates the energy resolution
of the instrumental function.

0
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5
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FIG. 6. (Color online) (a) NRIXS spectra from 57 Fe NPs supported on Al2 O3 (0001) (sample S1) and SiO2 /Si(111) (samples
S2–S6) measured at RT. The spectra are vertically displaced for
clarity. (b) PDOS, g(E), obtained from the data is shown in (a).
The average NP height in the different samples ranges from ∼2 nm
(S1, S2) to ∼6 nm (S6). Also shown is the measured g(E) of bulk bcc
57
Fe. The curves in (b) are vertically displaced for clarity by 75 units.
Some typical errors are given as vertical bars; below ∼15 meV the
errors are within the size of the drawn symbols. The vertical dotted
lines indicate the position of the phonon peaks of bulk bcc Fe.

First, a strong suppression of the LA phonon peak at ∼35 meV
is detected for the NPs, an effect that may be attributed to
phonon damping due to conﬁnement.9,44,51,68 In addition, a
shift of the LA peak to lower energies (up to 1.3 meV shift
for S5) is found. Besides, the transverse acoustic modes near
∼27 meV and ∼22 meV are still clearly observed in some of
the NP samples (e.g., S4, ∼3.1 nm; S5, ∼4 nm). Nevertheless,
their relative intensities with respect to the ∼35 meV peak
are different from those in bulk bcc Fe, with the low phonon
features being more prominent in the large NP samples (e.g.,
S5). Although the experimental error bars are large at high
energies, there is a tendency for an enhancement of the PDOS
above 40 meV. Here, a high E contribution cannot be assigned

to the presence of oxidic Fe species (∼42–43 meV Fe2 O3
phonon feature)51 since our in situ H2 -plasma treatment led to
complete reduction of the NPs [Fig. 5(b)]. Furthermore, the
samples were protected by a thin Ti ﬁlm before air exposure.
Although the enhancement of the PDOS at energies above
40 meV might contain interesting physics, the error margin
in the present experiment is large in that energy region, which
prevents us from drawing deﬁnite conclusions. In the following
we will focus on the more accurately measured low-E part
of g(E).
Figure 7(a) displays a log-log plot of the low-E portion of
the PDOS of our 57 Fe NPs. Following the Debye model, a
g(E) ∼ E n dependence with n = 2 is expected in three
dimensions (3D) and n = 1 in two dimensions (2D). A linear
ﬁt of the data displayed in Fig. 7(a) within the energy range of
2.5–10 meV leads to the following n values: n ≈ 1.9–2.0 (S1
and S2), n ≈ 1.4 (S3–S6). Surprisingly, only the smallest NPs
(S1, S2) investigated closely follow the Debye behavior typical
of bulk materials (n = 1.94 was obtained for our bulk bcc-Fe
foil). The deviations in the behavior of most of our NP samples
with respect to the 3D-Debye model at low phonon energies
can also be clearly seen in Fig. 7(b). Here the reduced PDOS,
g(E)/E 2 , is shown for our different samples. Considering the
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FIG. 8. (Color online) (a) Coefﬁcient n in g(E) ∼ E n displayed
versus the NP height for 57 Fe NPs (samples S1–S6). (b) Coefﬁcient
n versus excess vibrational states (relative to bulk bcc Fe). (c) Excess
vibrational states versus the NP height. (The dashed straight line
is a guide for the eye.) The substrate is Al2 O3 (0001) for S1 and
SiO2 /Si(111) for S2–S6.

1.3 meV resolution, data below 1.3 meV [dashed vertical line
in Fig. 7(b)] are physically meaningless in our experiments. A
more conservative resolution estimate is a lower limit of twice
that value, i.e., 2.6 meV. While samples S1 and S2 (and our
bulk bcc Fe reference) follow the 3D-Debye behavior between
∼3 meV and 10 meV, S3–S6 reveal a more complex functional
behavior in Fig. 7(b), with strong excess PDOS and lattice
softening. However, as can be observed in Fig. 7(b), g(E)/E 2
values in the linear region of S1 and S2 are also considerably

higher than g(E)/E 2 for bulk bcc Fe. This trend also demonstrates overall lattice softening of the NPs in S1 and S2 (the
smallest NPs) relative to bulk bcc Fe, however, without losing
their 3D-Debye characteristics. As the intersection of the
extrapolated horizontal constant Debye-like g(E)/E 2 function
with the vertical axis in Fig. 7(b) is inversely proportional to
the cube of the Debye sound velocity,69 vD , NPs in S1 and S2
are characterized by a lower average speed of sound than bulk
bcc Fe.
Figure 8(a) shows the coefﬁcient n, obtained from Fig. 7(a),
versus the NP height (measured by AFM) of the different
samples. One can notice that the n values for S1 and S2 are
high and at or close to n = 2 (3D Debye-like), while n values
for S3–S6 are signiﬁcantly lower, about n = 1.4 in average,
i.e., between n = 2 of the 3D-Debye model and n = 1 of the
2D-Debye model. In addition, the value of the coefﬁcient n
appears to be independent of the NP height. We will discuss
this ﬁnding in Sec. IV.
We can deﬁne the low-E excess vibrational states (with
respect to bulk bcc Fe) as the area below the PDOS, g(E),
measured from the lowest experimentally meaningful energy
(E = 2.6 meV) to a higher, reasonable energy of ∼8 meV (in
the low-E spectrum) minus the area below g(E) of bulk bcc
Fe taken in the same energy interval. This energy interval is
similar to that used for the linear ﬁt of the log-log plots in
Fig. 7(a). The results are shown in Fig. 8(b), where we plotted
the coefﬁcient n versus the excess low-E vibrational states in
our samples. Considering only the samples on SiO2 /Si(111)
substrates (S2–S6), S2 shows n = 2.0 (3D-Debye behavior)
and the smallest contribution of excess vibrational states
[∼38 (eV)−1 (at. vol.)−1 (meV)], while S3–S6 display a larger
amount of excess vibrational states and a non-Debye-like n =
1.4, which was found to be independent of the relative amount
of excess states within error margins. Sample S1, with NPs
on an Al2 O3 (0001) substrate, has a nearly Debye-like value
of n = 1.89 but a higher number of excess vibrational states
than S2. This suggests that the type of substrate [Al2 O3 (0001)
versus SiO2 /Si(111)] has some inﬂuence on the PDOS of the
NPs.
Figure 8(c) displays the dependence of the excess vibrational states on the NP height for the different samples. An
almost linear dependence can be observed for S2, S4, S5,
and S6 [NPs on SiO2 /Si(111)], with an increase in the excess
vibrational density of states with increasing NP height. The
same trend can also be observed in Fig. 7(b); only sample
S3 deviates from that trend. Because of its different support
[Al2 O3 (001)], sample S1 is not expected to follow exactly
the same trend as S2–S6. For a given substrate, Fig. 8(c)
demonstrates an increase in the excess vibrational density of
states with increasing NP height. The origin of this effect will
be discussed in Sec. IV.
Table II compiles important thermodynamic parameters
extracted from the PDOS obtained from RT NRIXS measurements, including the vibrational entropy (Svib ), vibrational
speciﬁc heat (Cvib ), internal energy (Uvib ), Helmholtz free
energy (Fvib ), mean phonon energy (Eav ), mean squared
atomic displacement (x 2 ), and Debye temperature (θ D ).
These parameters were obtained using the expressions given
in Refs. 8, 12, and 69. Drastic differences can be observed
between several of those quantities for the NP samples with
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FIG. 9. (Color online) (a) Mean square atomic displacement x 2 
at RT and (b) Debye temperature D versus NP height (samples
S1–S6). The data were deduced from the PDOS shown in Fig. 6(b).
(The dashed lines are a guide for the eye.)

S6
0.5

ΔSvib (kB/atom)

respect to bulk bcc Fe. In particular, all NP samples display
larger vibrational entropies and speciﬁc heats but reduced total
internal energies and negative free energies. The largest Svib ,
Cvib , and Fvib (negative) values were obtained for the largest
NPs (S6). The average mean square atomic displacement at
RT is plotted in Fig. 9(a) as a function of the NP height.
For a given support [e.g., SiO2 /SiO2 (111), S2–S6], an overall
increase in x 2  was observed with increasing NP size, with
the largest displacements obtained for the sample containing
the largest NPs (S6) and the smallest NPs (S2) being the stiffest
[Fig. 9(a)].
Figure 10 displays the calculated thermal evolution of
(a) the atomic mean square displacement, (b) the excess
vibrational speciﬁc heat, and (c) the excess vibrational entropy
of the NP samples with respect to bulk bcc Fe. These curves
were obtained by inserting the experimental functions g(E)
measured at RT into the corresponding integral expressions
for the thermodynamic quantities.8,12,69 Although the error
bars of the data in Figs. 10(b) and 10(c) are rather large
(representative uncertainties at RT are included in the plot), all
NPs (S1–S6) exhibit a signiﬁcant excess vibrational speciﬁc
heat and entropy with respect to bulk bcc Fe, whereby
our largest NPs (S6) show the most signiﬁcant differences.
Following the Debye model, D can be obtained from the
linear ﬁt of the x 2 (T ) data in Fig. 10(a). The resulting
values are shown in Fig. 9(b). Surprisingly, an increase in
D was observed with decreasing NP height, with the largest
value of 367 K being observed for the ∼1.8 nm NPs in

(c)
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FIG. 10. (Color online) Calculated thermal evolution of the
following thermodynamic quantities for samples S1–S6: (a) atomic
mean square displacement (x 2 ), (b) excess vibrational speciﬁc heat
(Cvib ) of the 57 Fe NP samples with respect to bulk bcc Fe, and
(c) excess vibrational entropy (Svib ). The experimental PDOS
obtained at RT [shown in Fig. 6(b)] were used in the integral
calculation of these quantities.

S2. This behavior is in qualitative agreement with ﬁndings
for Pt NPs on γ -Al2 O3 based on extended x-ray absorption
ﬁne-structure spectroscopy (EXAFS).14,15 Nevertheless, all
D values obtained here for the Fe NP samples (306–367 K)
were well below that of bulk bcc Fe (456 K), also from
NRIXS data. As will be discussed, since drastic deviations
from the 3D-Debye model were observed here for the large
NPs (S4–S6) at low phonon energy, the Debye temperatures
extracted for those systems should be considered as effective
Debye temperatures.
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TABLE II. The thermodynamic parameters of 57 Fe NPs supported on Al2 O3 (0001) (S1) and SiO2 /Si(111) (S2–S6) extracted from the
PDOS determined based on NRIXS measurements: vibrational entropy (Svib ), vibrational speciﬁc heat (Cvib ), internal vibrational energy (Uvib ),
Helmholtz free energy (Fvib ), the mean phonon energy (Eav ), the mean square atomic displacement (x 2 ), and the Debye temperature (D ).
Data from a bulk Fe reference are also shown. All parameters were obtained at RT.

Sample
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
Bulk bcc Fe

Svib
(kB /atom)

Cvib
(kB /atom)

Uvib
(meV/atom)

Fvib
(meV/atom)

Eav
(meV/atom)

x 2 
(10−2 Å2 )

D (K)

3.52(6)
3.46(5)
3.43(5)
3.38(6)
3.49(3)
3.62(4)
3.115(5)

2.75(3)
2.75(3)
2.74(2)
2.73(3)
2.75(2)
2.77(2)
2.723(9)

84.0(7)
84.1(7)
84.5(7)
84.6(7)
84.2(5)
83.6(4)
85.05(5)

−7(4)
−5(4)
−4(4)
−2.7(4)
−5.6(3)
−10(3)
+4.5(2)

15.5(8)
16.2(7)
16.3(9)
17.0(1)
16.3(6)
15.1(6)
27.30(5)

0.75(6)
0.64(4)
0.80(7)
0.73(6)
0.79(5)
0.90(6)
0.430(1)

336(11)
367(12)
325(8)
342(12)
326(6)
305(5)
456(9)

IV. DISCUSSION

The low-E part of the PDOS (∼3 meV  E  8 meV)
was measured with high precision. Here, the main ﬁndings
for the NPs can be described as follows: (i) an anomalous
increase of g(E) (as compared to the PDOS of bulk bcc Fe)
with increasing NP height [Fig. 7(a)], i.e., an increase of the
excess density of vibrational states [Fig. 8(c)]; (ii) at low E,
a deviation from the 3D-Debye behavior for the large NPs
(S3–S6), but not for the small NPs (S1, S2), implying a scaling
behavior of g(E) ∼ E n [Fig. 7(a)], with the coefﬁcient n =
1.9–2.0 (3D-Debye behavior) for the small NPs (S1, S2) and
n = 1.4 (non-Debye behavior) for the large NPs (S3–S6)
[Fig. 8(a)]; (iii) for the same substrate, the coefﬁcient n versus
the excess vibrational states is high (n = 2) for the samples with
the smallest amount of excess vibrational states (S2) and low
(n = 1.4) for those with a higher amount of excess vibrational
states (S3–S6) [Fig. 8(b)].
Common to these observations is the surprising fact that the
anomalous behavior increases with increasing NP size. This
is contrary to expectation, since usually the anomalous low-E
enhancement of the PDOS is attributed in theoretical calculations to low-coordinated weakly bonded surface atoms of
free-standing (unsupported) isolated metal NPs,3,4,7,11,12,44,57
such as Fe NPs on a Ag substrate51 or Ge NPs.8 As the surface
to volume ratio scales with r −1 (r = NP radius), one would
expect a reduction of surface effects with increasing NP size.
In fact, calculations by Kara and Rahman55 revealed that the
surface-induced enhancement of the low-E PDOS disappeared
for NPs with sizes larger than 5 nm. However, the opposite is
observed here [Figs. 7(a) and 8(c)]. This observation leads
to the conclusion that the measured g(E) enhancement at
low E originates from the interior of our Fe NPs and not
from their surface. In our experiments, contributions from
the interior (core) of the NPs dominate over surface effects
with respect to the low-E enhancement of g(E). Two justiﬁed
assumptions may explain this observation: (1) the suppression
of surface effects by the Ti coating, and (2) the formation of
a polycrystalline structure in the large Fe NPs, implying grain
boundaries in the interior of the NPs with undercoordinated
atoms. As to assumption (1), the low-coordinated surface
atoms of the NPs are “passivated” by the Ti coating, which
results in an increase of their coordination number (more

bulk-like) and a reduction of the surface effect on the vibrational properties of the coated NPs at low phonon energies.
This explains why the small Fe NPs, which according to
TEM are single grain and have no grain boundaries in their
interior, behave more like bulk bcc Fe than the larger NPs. One
could argue that the Ti coating would create a Ti/Fe interface,
which, due to chemical disorder, might also contribute to the
low-E phonon enhancement. Although this might be the case
to some degree (despite the RT Ti deposition), it cannot be
the dominant effect since it should scale with the inverse of
the NP size, which, however, is not observed here. The same
argument is valid for the phonon contribution of the Fe/support
interface, which, for hemispherical NPs on a ﬂat surface,
would also scale with the inverse of the NP size. Furthermore,
samples S1 and S2 containing small NPs of nearly identical
size (∼2 nm), prepared using the same encapsulating polymer
and metal/polymer ratio, but deposited on different substrates
(SiO2 versus α-Al2 O3 ), display a rather similar PDOS and
Debye-like behavior, ruling out the inﬂuence of the support as
the dominant effect for the anomalies in the PDOS at low E.
Regarding our assumption (2), our TEM images reveal
the presence of a multigrain structure in the large NPs
[Figs. 3(a)–3(c)], including grain boundaries. The effect of
grain boundaries on the PDOS of nanocrystalline materials has been studied extensively experimentally9,32–42 and
theoretically.7,8,10,13,43–47 In nanocrystalline metals, the lowE enhancement in g(E) was attributed to vibrations of
undercoordinated atoms located at interfacial regions of grain
boundaries7,10,40,42,44,46,47 characterized by a softening of force
constants.10 Therefore, we can understand our results if we
consider an increase in the fraction of grains and grain
boundaries (and related structural defects) within the Fe
NPs with increasing NP size, as is qualitatively corroborated
by our TEM study (Fig. 3). In particular, assumption (2)
explains observation (iii), i.e., the increase in the excess
vibrational states with increasing NP height [Fig. 8(c)] in
terms of an increase in the fraction of undercoordinated atoms
located in the structurally disturbed interfacial regions of grain
boundaries (or multiple grain boundaries) in the interior of our
Fe NPs. Therefore, the large Fe NPs do not behave like bulk
bcc Fe because their internal grain boundaries are not affected
by the Ti coating, and atoms at those sites are able to maintain
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their low coordination, which results in the observed changes
of the vibrational properties.
Also, the observed, different scaling behavior of g(E) ∼
E n [Fig. 7(a)] for the small and large NPs [item (iv)] can
be explained in terms of grain-boundary effects. Only our
small NPs (S1, S2) closely follow 3D-Debye behavior with
n = 1.9 (S1) and n = 2.0 (S2). We attribute this behavior
to the quenching of NP surface effects by the passivating
Ti overlayer, which enhances the coordination and increases
the force constants of surface atoms. This effect correlates
with a low number of excess vibrational states [Figs. 8(b)
and 8(c)]. By contrast, the large NPs (S3–S6), which are
also passivated by Ti, show n = 1.4 (non-Debye behavior)
because of the existence of grain boundaries (and possibly
other structural defects) in their interior. One should notice
that the coefﬁcient n is related to the spatial dimension47 d via
n = d − 1. Therefore, the observed value of n = 1.4, which
lies between n = 1 (2D) and n = 2 (3D), suggests a reduced
effective dimensionality for the low-E Fe atomic vibrations
in the grain-boundary regions of the large NPs. The striking
observation that n = 1.4 is found to be independent of the
height of the large NPs [Fig. 8(a)] and also independent of the
number of excess vibrational states [Fig. 8(b)] demonstrates
that the dimensionality of the grain-boundary phonons at low
E and, consequently, the nature of the vibrating Fe species in
the grain boundaries, are independent of the NP size.
Our interpretations are corroborated by theoretical calculations of the low-frequency excess modes of the PDOS in bulk
nanocrystalline Cu and Ni (model) samples. Derlet et al.46
found a power-law behavior of the low-E grain-boundary
PDOS with n = 1.5, while n = 2 was obtained for g(E) in
the interior of the grains. Chadwick70 calculated the fractal
dimension d̄3d of grain boundaries in bulk nanocrystalline
Pd and obtained a value of 2.4, in agreement with our
dimensionality d = n + 1 = 2.4. Also in agreement with our
ﬁndings is the result of a microscopic lattice dynamical
calculation of g(E) in Si nanocrystals, which revealed a low-E
behavior intermediate between linear and quadratic.58 On
the other hand, our observation of n = 1.4 is at variance
with calculations of phonons in polycrystalline Ag NPs
by Narvaez et al.,44 which provided n = 2 (3D-Debye-like
behavior) at low E. Experimentally, Debye-like behavior with
n = 2 was observed in partially oxidized bulk nanocrystalline
Fe (“nanocomposites”)9,38 and attributed to interfacial sites
connected to the small crystallite size. Nevertheless, the E 2
behavior in this case might also be due to a fraction of
interfacial Fe sites bonded to oxygen atoms, since in our earlier
work51 we have shown that single-grain isolated-supported
Fe NPs carrying an Fe-oxide shell are characterized by approximately quadratic behavior, with n = 1.84–1.86. However,
Stankov et al.42 also obtained E 2 behavior at nanograins
and interfaces in bulk nanocrystalline Fe90 Zr7 B3 ribbons.
Nevertheless, it is conceivable that this discrepancy results
from differences in the nature of the grain boundaries (e.g.,
different width, extension, and structural disorder) in extended
bulk nanocrystalline materials and in ﬁnite-size nanoscopic
grain boundaries in our large NPs. Further studies are required
to clarify this question.
The Debye constant α in the relation g(E) = αE 2 , normalized with the Debye constant α0 of bulk bcc Fe, is a

quantitative measure of the low-E enhancement of g(E). We
obtain values of α/α0 of 3.2 (S1) and 2.2 (S2). Since α =
V /2π 2h̄3 vav 3 (where V = volume per Fe atom, h̄ = Planck’s
constant, and vav = average velocity of sound71 ), we can
estimate that at RT the average velocity of sound in our
small Fe NPs is smaller by a factor of 1.47 (S1) and 1.30
(S2) than vav of bulk bcc Fe. Our α/α0 values for NPs
are of comparable magnitude to those reported by Fultz
et al.9 and Stankov et al.42 for bulk nanocrystalline materials
containing grain boundaries. We conclude that of some kind
of structural disorder must exist also within our smaller NPs,
although we have evidence from TEM for the absence of
grain boundaries in our small NPs [e.g., in Fig. 4(d) for Fe
NPs with a diameter of 4.5 nm, which is twice the AFM NP
height for hemispherical NPs]. In this context it is interesting
to mention that a disorder–order (amorphous-to-crystalline)
transition has been previously reported for Pt NPs on γ -Al2 O3
above ∼1.7 nm,72 which agrees with our data indicating that
the smallest Fe NPs investigated here are already reasonably
well ordered. The reduced velocity of sound in samples S1 and
S2 with respect to that of bulk bcc Fe is not a surprise even
assuming perfect bcc single crystals. One has to keep in mind
that in hemispherical particles, e.g., with 2-nm NP height, up
to about 49% vol. of the Fe atoms are located at the particle
surface, i.e., forming Ti/Fe and Fe/SiO2 interfaces. Therefore,
they exhibit disturbed coordination compared to that of atoms
located in the particles core, which most likely leads to the
observed softening of the PDOS.
The measured anomalies in g(E) lead to excess speciﬁc
heat, Cvib , and excess vibrational entropy, Svib , in Fe NPs
[Figs. 10(b) and 10(c)]. Interestingly, calculations by Kara
et al.10 revealed a decrease in Svib for single grain Ag NPs
with increasing NP size from 2.5 to 3.5 nm. However, the
opposite trend is observed in Fig. 10(c). In spite of the large
uncertainty of the data at high temperature, Svib for the largest
polycrystalline NPs (S6) is signiﬁcantly higher than that of the
smaller polycrystalline NPs (S3–S5) and of the small single
grain NPs (S1, S2). (The error bars in Svib are too large
for samples S1–S5 to observe any signiﬁcant systematics.)
This surprising behavior was theoretically predicted by Kara
et al.,10 who showed for polycrystalline Ag NPs that atoms
in grain boundaries contribute to the low-E and high-E end
of g(E). This remarkably enhances Svib of polycrystalline
Ag NPs with respect to single grain Ag NPs of similar
size and stabilizes polycrystalline Ag NPs of 4 nm in size
by as much as 0.1 kB /atom at RT.4 Singh and Prakash43
calculated Svib ≈ 0.033 kB /atom at 300 K for single grain
Ni nanocrystals. Fultz et al.9 reported a very small value of
only Svib = 0.01 ± 0.02 kB /atom for nanocrystalline Fe
(nanocomposites) at 300 K. However, other nanocrystalline
materials (nanocomposites) showed Svib values of up to
0.2 kB /atom.32,34,35 Our largest polycrystalline NPs (S6) have
a value of Svib = 0.50 ± 0.05 kB /atom at 300 K, surpassing
all Svib of our smaller (single grain or polycrystalline) Fe NPs
and all aforementioned literature values. The thermodynamic
stability of our large Fe NPs (S6) should be strongly affected
by such a large value of the excess vibrational entropy.
The largest excess vibrational speciﬁc heat Cvib in our
NPs was found for our largest (polycrystalline) Fe NPs (S6)
[Fig. 10(b)]. We observe Cvib = 0.05 ± 0.03 kB /atom at
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300 K and ∼0.275 kB /atom in the maximum at T ≈ 70 K.
This corresponds to enhancements of ∼1.8% at 300 K and
∼35% at 70 K [relative to Cvib = 2.72 kB /atom at 300 K
(Table II) and ∼0.78 kB /atom at 70 K for bulk bcc Fe5 ] for
Fe NPs in S6. For Fe NPs in S4 the relative enhancements are
∼0.4% at 300 K and ∼18% at 70 K. Large excess speciﬁc heat
Cvib was also observed experimentally for nanocrystalline
(nanocomposite) Fe5 and Pt,73,74 although the inﬂuence of
light-element impurity atoms plays a role there.74 In the case of
our Fe NPs, impurity atoms were not detected by XPS analysis;
thus, impurities are not responsible for the thermodynamic
modiﬁcations of g(E) and the excess speciﬁc heat obtained.
The low temperature maximum of Cvib (T ) in nanoscale
systems was also observed in theoretical calculations.7,8,13,58 It
originates from the enhanced PDOS at low phonon energies.
For nanocrystalline (model) samples, the low-T maximum
in Cvib (T ) was calculated to be near 50 K for Cu7 and
near 90–100 K for Ge8 and Si58 and nearly independent of
the nanograin size. The latter result is in agreement with our
ﬁnding for Fe NPs [Fig. 10(b)]. The theoretically calculated
maximum enhancements at low T for nanocrystalline (model)
materials amount to ∼11% for Cu7 and ∼8–15% for Si,58
the latter value decreasing with increasing Si nanograin size
(2.1–3.3 nm).58 These theoretical enhancements are of the
same order of magnitude as those observed for our Fe NPs at
low T .
The derived values for the excess vibrational entropy and
lattice speciﬁc heat of sample S6 are unusually high in
comparison to the published data. They exceed even the values
derived for fully disordered Fe by Stankov et al.50 and might
not be explained solely by the presence of grain boundaries
with nonperfect bcc structure. This applies not only to sample
S6 but also to the rest of the samples studied (Table II). This
difference might be an indication of the inﬂuence of the Fe/Ti
and Fe/SiO2 interfaces or of additional unknown defects (other
than grain boundaries) on the vibrational thermodynamics of
the investigated NPs.
V. CONCLUSIONS

Our experimental investigation demonstrates that, in combination with structural information obtained via TEM,
NRIXS measurements can be used to extract information on
the degree of internal structural disorder of metal NPs due
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